
SECOND GUIDE: FARMING

Welcome to Universe Pirates Online Guide Zone
(Begin a slide show to understand more)



UNIVERSE PIRATES PART 2: FARMING

Now that you’ve begun your campaign and reached 
lv100-135, you must begin to farm.

1.The first and best armor for a newbie – new person is 
Kylin Armor (Cords 2199,2776)

                         🡪   

25 Kylin cards for Set, 20 cards for weapon



UNIVERSE PIRATES PART 2: FARMING

Now you might ask “How can I get kylin cards?” 
Well here’s how you do it, its very simple, All you need is 

a pickaxe.
You can buy one at Mall NPC (Cords 2218,2771)

                🡪
                     
                                                    
PS: Don’t forget the skill found at the Grocery in Argent 

(2231,2730)



UNIVERSE PIRATES PART 2: FARMING

Now that you’ve got a pickaxe and the mining skill, Time 
to farm!

Head to Argent outskirt and find a Meteorite Stone 
(Closest one is at 2116,2764)

                    🡪

This mine drops May Day cards and Enchanting chests



UNIVERSE PIRATES PART 2: FARMING

What do Enchanting chests do?
Well this is how it works, Enchanting chests give you 

letters

                                🡪

You will need the letters K-Y-L-I-N to make 1 Kylin card

Also, 200 mayday cards = One letter



UNIVERSE PIRATES PART 2: FARMING

Now that you’ve got the letters, here is how to 
exchange them for Kylin cards

Head to Shaitan City (Cords 906,3572)

                                🡪

                                 🡪 



� Farming Fearless Equips!



FARMING FEARLESS EQS

You’ve got kylin, now time to farm for your fearless 
equips Head to Icicle (1318,493)

                         For the set, you’ll need:

You’ve got the Kylin Set,
Now time to find a 
Sealed set



FEARLESS EQS

Sealed chests are dropped from many bosses Example 
is the master pet found at:                    

                                                                         Cords
                                                                         (90,159)
                        🡪                     🡪                    

Also bosses such as Volcanic beast drop such items.



FEARLESS EQS

Now time to farm the 9 Fractured heads

How to get ECV? Simple. You need to pk or even sell 
items such as combined gems, kals, money..etc.

To get Ecv’s by pking,you'll need Saint of Ring Emblems
                                                            (5 Saints = 1 ECV)

                  🡪                        🡪



FEARLESS EQS

Time to exchange ur Saints to ECV

               🡪                  🡪

Then:



Now time to farm the pets!



PETS

Head to Farming map (Cords 197,90) 

                             🡪                               🡪

                    🡪                15 Tokens = 1 Mathiu token
                                        15 mathiu tokens = 1 pet

   



Admiral and Marshal Cloaks



ADMIRAL AND MARSHAL CLOAKS

Admiral cloak adds +10 stats, and marshal is an upgrade 
which makes the cloak at +15 stats

Exchanger is found at Farming map

 
                                                     🡪
                                         Buy the tools from the NPC
Now the question is: how do you get golden badges?
Easy, by Fishing



ADMIRAL AND MARSHAL CLOAKS

Now Fishing gives you fish meat and Sashimi

You’ll need Fish meat to get copper badges to make 
silver Then finally make Golden badges

                                      3 Golden badges=Admiral Cloak
                                      6 Golden badges=Marshal Cloak



� Mr. Mysterious 



Mr. Mysterious is found at argent(2244,2850)
With this NPC, you could farm Exe gems, credits & Azz gems

             
             🡪 

                                     Devil gems are found in DW



Rage and Sage caps (Best caps in game)



RAGE AND SAGE CAPS (BEST CAPS IN 
GAME)

To start off you’ll need Universe Helm which is for 400 
Credits in Award Center

Now you’ve got the Universe helm, Head to 
Demenstion’s

Castle, Found at Argent (2286,2751)

                    🡪        🡪         

Now Speak to campo and obtain the Rage Way Quest
Crimson Beasts are Found in L4 (Icicle 1325,539)

              🡪



RAGE AND SAGE CAPS(BEST CAPS IN 
GAME)

Rage is for SS, Champ and Crus. However if you need a 
cap for magic classes, Sage is what you need!

Speak to Tyrus in Dimension's Castle

             🡪

                                      Roo-Roo is found in Death Forest
                                        And drops Earthen Sequence.

                🡪                   🡪



THANK YOU

For more information contact:
-HD Breathe in game

(HDBreathe@hotmailcom)
-GM Mathiu 

(Crusadel@hotmail.com)


